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About This Content
The FPS Weapons Pack provides a small arsenal of game-ready weapons, with no coding required. Drag these objects into your
map for the player to pick up and use. Pulverize your enemies with a machete, .22 pistol, combat shotgun, MP5 submachine gun
and an M4 carbine. Each weapon includes sounds, effects, animations, and scripted behavior that make it ready-to-use in your
Leadwerks games.

Installing the DLC
To install this DLC, select the "Workshop > Browse Workshop" (or "Manage AddOns" in Linux) menu in the main window.
Select the "Subscribed" tab and choose this DLC in the list. Press the Install button, and the DLC contents will be added to your
current project.
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Very boring and old but if you like to risk yourself go ahead. No go for me/ anyone who also believes apparently,this game is
morbidly choppy, barely anyone in the game is hopefully NOT a hacker and also that this game (and yes sadly) is overcrowded
by KIDS in which case for that particularly use an unnecessary amount of sexual preferences and disappointing amount of
profanity (cussing) to a certain extent (For this pathetic scenario)1. Most of the people who play normally, tend to get smoked
when dealing with anyone (Ex. Kid, Adult, etc.) Most likely, and for some reason, usually because many people online
subjectively use HACKS, to align to their prior gaming perspective, yet again tho you guys, how can you handle the Hands-On
Protocol when It subjects down to quote "Script-Like HACKERS" (Which Is a Good Thing) but yet can't oversee the chat
messaging, as for when a person feels THREATENED/BULLIED ON ONLINE (Cyber-Bulling) gets basically damn near no
respect, But honestly, this game is definitely not bad, but as for when It comes down to disrespectful♥♥♥♥♥people ONLINE,
To an Extent, this game isn't worth it man ($2.99) well spent, for a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ induced game with no matter of handling
desperate♥♥♥♥♥PEOPLE, who talk about threats and ♥♥♥♥ing online dating, get out of my site with that♥♥♥♥♥♥ like I
said, another useless battle royal game, with no purpose of ACTUALLY HELPING PEOPLE! when they are telling you
♥♥♥♥♥♥ developers (The CD TEAM) something NECESSARILY IMPORTANT, but yet instead to tell them, "Hey, New
Updates, Check It Out Today", 1 star in my Opinion (If i Can put No Stars As an Actual Review, I will) Especially for wasting
my time, Do not message me your ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t again, Have a Good Day.. The music with these two characters is perfection..
This game has pleasing graphics and some satisfying building construction by some spooky slaves I meannn townspeople (that
you can work to starvation).
Bear in mind that there is no room for creativity - everything is scripted. The game is also fairly short.
Really lovely little casual game that's gonna get you some steam cards.. This is a casual game. It has funny voice acting and voice
lines (apparently all the voices are made by the same guy...IMPRESSIVE). When you move your Light Bear it feels really nice
(You can do some sick parkour when you take the time to master the game). The music and maps in the game are really good.
The community is not so big, but the game was released October from last year, so it has potential to grow. I recommend this
game to everyone! It is free so at least give it a try. I got the DLC and is super worth it since I liked the game a lot. But!!! DLC
or not, the best way to play this game is with friends (just like anyother multiplayer game)
. Now this is a casual game. You can play it for 5 minutes, not even, and then shut it off to come back hours later to find them
only a few "years" older or you can leave it for a day and it's the same thing really. I'm on the second generation and I still
haven't purchased all upgrades. O_o. Bad Dream: Coma is an interesting horror game, all right its time for the story.
You play as some guy who goes to bed but soon wakes up on a bridge and sees a city nearby, but why? Where is he and how get
here you must find out why.
So what is to like about the game, the Hand-drawn art was very nice and creepy it felt a little bit like an Edward Gorey or a John
Kenn picture.
It is all so interesting and cool how witch path you take to get the good or neutral or bad ending the things you do infect the
world.
Like if you kill the crows in the bridge level, at the end a big crow monster attacks you, and after that lot other levels get darker
and scarier. But if you do the good path things become brighter and less scary.
Now what was annoying about the game, some of the achievements were a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥to get. The game left some
unanswered questions.
And it turns out there was a game before this it would have been nice to have a remake or something added to this game. Lastly
there was a bug in the game where in the Messenger ending some of the boy’s dialog gets hidden behind the inventory.
But anyway this game is an interesting horror game with nice and disturbing Hand-drawn art, nice music, and a good bit of
scares.
So I recommend this game if you want in interesting horror game with some nice and disturbing Hand-drawn art and a bit of an
Uncanny Valley feel to it this one is for you.
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. Surprisingly good. I can tell what the developer is going for when he says he is trying to mix the old with the new. I believe he
did a wonderful job with this title. It can be frantic at times but there are also a lot of moments where you need to take things
slow and do a little bit of reading, exploring and puzzle solving. I can tell this put a few people off when reading other reviews
but personally after playing a bit of this game I am liking the pacing so far.
It's very hard to not recommend this game at the current price. Even better if it does go on sale in the future. I would like if
there were more RPG elements but this is by far a unique and fun experience.
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Although I could only play for about 30 mins due to having to tend to work, these 30 minutes of gameplay told me everything I
need to know about this game. The gameplay is engaging, the artstyle is very unique (especially with regards to your the toy
fisherman character) and the puzzles are enjoyable. Plus, the voice acting is top notch. This is a very, very good game that I
would have bought even if it was double its current price. I absolutely recommend it and can't wait till I finish work and go back
to this gem!. Top notch adventure game. Great story, excellent voice overs, and the graphics aren't bad either. A lot of dialogue,
but it's pretty important to the story. Certainly try it out if you're a fan of the adventure genre.
. GLaDOS got a british accent somehow, huh. 10/10. Fun if you want to play some stages in singleplayer or "city mode".
Other than that though the game is extremely P2W. The stats on the shop items are insane.
I managed to reach 268 health because i won 1000 teeth on my 2nd spin and i fought people with 350-450 health on duel mode.
Even if they fail the first 5 times they can still beat you after that if you fail 3-4 times.
At least the prices are not insane like other mobile type games of its kind as far as i've seen. You can still have some fun even
with duel mode or single player and have it run in the background while you play something else.
Another negative thing is that its community is "dead" so you have to wait in queue for 1-2 minutes maybe , sometimes less , to
find an opponent to play. I have 8 wins / 10 defeats so far so not too bad i guess.
As someone else said in another review , great for when you are bored.. Stylish and fun shooter! If you’ve got the VR legs,
switch it off of rails movement and get into it! Fun mini tactical scenarios; hide behind an X, shoot at approaching X. Loads of
style, plenty of fun, and from me? Thumbs: UP!. Really relaxing to play on TV with Steam Controller. The game only requires a
left and right key, but a constant increase in speed requires quite some reflexes. The graphics are pretty much limited to the
background and the white lights, which is fine for the concept. The soundtrack is great.
The controller support needs some work. I couldn't find any option to directly press the retry button without moving the mouse
pointer over it, which doesn't disappear during gameplay.
Overall, its worth the current price of 0,99\u20ac.. Now just waiting for a Jurassic Park version of this game. Buggy POS. Don't
bother. It's good for a quick laugh, but there's no way to switch left and right hands (they always are switched?), picking stuff up
uses trigger not grip, quitting the game stalls VR and you need to quit it completely. 2/10 just for the giggles.. its not a
game....(in my opinion). This is one of the best VR music game out there. If you like Jpop, you'll really enjoy this.
It's also a huge workout, playing 15mins of this and my arms were dead and I was all sweaty.
You unlock new songs as you hit a certain score on each song.
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